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It is no surprise that Soft Matter is 

doing so well- we simply need a 

journal such as this in our community

Christos Likos,

The Heinrich Heine University of 

Düsseldorf

Soft Matter’s impressive � rst impact factor* of 
4.39 places it � rmly at the top of its � eld.  With 
the new immediacy index of 1.183, the journal also 
maintains its position as number one publisher 
of topical and urgent soft matter research. 

With a vibrant mix of article types (including 
communications, articles, reviews and highlights), 
rapid publication (typically 100 days 
from receipt), global circulation and an 
interdisciplinary audience Soft Matter is 
� rst choice for authors and readers alike.
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Sit back and relax…
Online shopping is easy with the RSC

Whether you’re looking for text books,
the latest research articles, training
courses, conferences or a light
read for the commute…
online shopping with the 
RSC couldn’t be easier.

24/7 access: The RSC online shop gives you continuous access to class leading products and 
services, expertly tailored to cater for your training and educational needs.

Browse and buy: Visit our shop to browse over 750 book titles, subscribe or purchase an 
individual article in one of our journals, join or renew your RSC membership, or register to
attend a conference or training event.

Gift ideas: 
everything from popular science books like The Age of the Molecule and the inspirational
Elegant Solutions from award winning writer, Philip Ball, to our stunning Visual Elements
Periodic Table wall chart and jigsaw.

why not go online today?
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where physics meets chemistry meets biology
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